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REPORT OF THR INTRRNATIONAL ATWIC RRRRGY AGUNCYr 

(a) NOTE BY THE SRCRETARY-GENERAL TRANSMITTING THE REPORT OF THR AGENCY 
(A/46/353) 

(b) DRAFT RCSOLZTION (A/46/L. 101 

The PR- (interpretation from Arabic): I should like to 

propose that the list of speakers in the debate on this item be closed at 

5 p.m. today. 

It. 

TbeP_R&SIDER’J (interpretation from Arabic): I therefore request 

those representatives wishing to inscribe their names on the list of speakers 

to do so es soon as possible. 

I now invite the Director General of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency to present the report of the Agency for the year 1990. 

Hr. BLX& (Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA)): It is my privilege to present the annual report of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency for 1990 to the General Assembly and to describe the 

activities of the Agency up to the present moment. 

I think it is true to say that at no time have the wheels of the Agency 

machinery spun faster than during the year that has passed since I last 

reported to the Assembly in October 1990. 

I propose to report today on our activities under six different headings: 

first, the Agency’s work in Iraq on the basis of Security Council resolutions: 

second, the lessons learned from Iraq and the progress in the 

non-proliferation regime: third, the Agency’s vork in the field of nuclear 

safety; fourth, environment, development and energy: fifth, the transfer of 
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nuclear techniques for development8 and sixth, tha role of the XMA in the 

medium term. 

In resolution 667 (1991) the Security Council requested the Director 

General of the IAEA to undertake three tasks: to carry out imediate on-site 

inspection of Xraq’s nuclear capabilitiesr to develop a plan for the 

destruction, removal or rendering harmless of nuclear-related items which Iraq 

was not permitted to retain; and to develop a plan for the future ongoing 

monitoring and verification of Iraq’s compliance with its obligations in the 

nuclear sphere under the Security Council resolutions. 

The tasks thus laid upon the Agency have proved to be much larger, more 

complex and more dramatic than first expected. Even though the Agency is 

operating the world’s first on-site inspection system and is able to draw on 

decades of experience in the field of nuclear inspections and to utilise many 

inspectors of its own as well as expertise, equipment and laboratories of its 

OWR, the work is very exacting. 

Iraq is a party to the non-proliferation Treaty and has pledged under 

that Treaty not to develop or acquire any nuclear weapons. It has also 

pledged under a safeguards agreement with the IAEA to place all its nuclear 

material under safeguards. To the regret and shock of the world community, 

Iraq has been found not to have respected these pledges. The Board of 

Governors of the IAEA has twice declared Iraq in non-compliance with its 

safeguards obligations, and the General Conference of the IAEA last month 

condemned Iraq’s non-compliance with its nuclear non-proliferation 

obligations, including its safeguards agreement vith the IAEA. 

In performing the tasks laid upon it, the Agency has the assistance and 

co-operation of the Special Commission which has been set up by the 
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Secretary-General 80 requertod by the Security Council and which, on the basis 

of information made available to it by Member States, designates sitea for 

nuclear inspection in additicn to such sites as have been declared by Iraq. 

The Comission, which in Lhe fields of biological and chemical weapons and 

missilea has tasks similar to those entrusted to the Agency under Security 

Council resolution 667 (1991). also provides the Agency with logistics and 

some expertise. 

Iraq expressly accepted resolution 667 (1991) and thereby obtained a 

cease-fire ending the armed action authorixed by the Security Council. 

Had Iraq disclosed the whole of its nuclear proqranme within the time 

specified by the Council, the inspection task laid upon the IAEA would still 

have been large but not so difficult. As it is, Iraq has reluctantly made 

disclosures, and then only when enough evidence had become available through 

inspections to allow conclusions about the existence of previously undeclared 

activities. This, indeed, ia a painful and laborious way of having the 

programmes disclosed. Moreover, as no one feels confident that everything has 

been revealed, close future monitoring is a necessity to preclude new 

surprises. 
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Al of now, the Intarnationsl Atomic Energy Agoncp (IAEA) haa sent aeven 

inspection teams which have spent over 2,000 person-days altogether on 

mission. Our Action Team in Vienna haa devoted maoy person-months directing 

the activities, and large numbers of samples have been taken and analysed in 

the Agency’s own laboratories. 

What has been disclosed through the missions sent by the IAEA has stunned 

the world: vast undeclared and unknown prograrmaes in the billion-dollar range 

for the enrichment of uranium and, recently, documentary evidence of an 

advanced nuclear weapons development prograaxae. The seventh team sent by the 

IAEA, which has just concluded its mission, affirms in its report the 

existence of and gives information about the scientific and technical 

prograxwne for weapons development, although Irag asserts that no political 

decision was taken to make a nuclear bomb. 

The irmnediate further tasks before the IAEA in Iraq are to remove 

quantities of highly enriched uranium fuel which were under safeguards and to 

plan for the destruction or neutralization of nuclear-related items which Iraq 

is not allowed to retain. Lastly, the Agency is to organite and maintain 

f  :ure ingoing monitoring as a check against any possible revival of the 

clandestine programme. The Agency plan in this regard was approved recently 

in Security Council resolution 715 (1991). 

How is it that the large nuclear prograxxaa that has been mapped by half a 

dozen inspection teams sent by the IAEA escaped the Agency’s regular 

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) inspections in past years? What lessons are we 

to draw in order to avoid any further surprises of this kini? 

The first lesson is the crucial importance of information. The safeguard 

system is expected to discover the diversion of a significant quantity of 
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nuclear material in installations which are under safeguards, but no 

inspectorate can comb through the territory of a State in blind search of 

nuclear installations and material that should have been declared and placed 

under clafeguards. If  the Stote itself fails to declare nuclear 

installations - as Iraq did - the inspectorate must learn through other 

sources where to look. The nuclear inspection teams sent to Iraq this year 

have been provided such information by Member States, through the Special 

Cormsission, designating suspected sites for inspection. 

The second lesson is the importance of the unequivocal right of 

inspectors to 90 anywhere unimpeded and the third lesson is the value of 

powerful support when this right of access is not respected. Resolution 

687 (1991) and the Security Council provide these two elements. 

Ubat we can learn fcom these lessons is that the ability of the regular 

IAEA inspections under the Non-Proliferation, Tlatelolco and Rarotonqa 

Treaties to uncover possible undeclared nuclear installations and material 

would increase drastically if the IAEA were to be routinely provided with 

relevant information available to Member States through, for example, 

satellites. 

The right to perform so-called special inspections, which exists under 

IAEA NPT-type safeguards agreements to perform so-called “special 

inspections” - and which has so far been used only with regard to declared 

installations - might then be used to request inspection of undeclared 

installations and material which, it is reasonably believed, should have been 

declared. If  such a request were to be rejected, the Board of Governors of 

the IAEA might submit the matter tcJ the Security Council. In this manner a 

procedure would be in place to uphold obligations under non-proliferation 
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treaties and rafsgusrds agreemento. Within the IAEA, discussions about a 

procedure of thin kind have already begun. 

Some additional coawneats are warranted on this matter. First, the 

further nuclear disarmwnent sdvancea among nuclear-weapon States and the 

closer non-proliferation comitmenta approach universality, the more important 

full compliance with the non-proliferation commitments becomes. Secondly, it 

may be assumed that the very existence of a verification system with more 

teeth would have a certain deterrent effect on potential violators. Thirdly, 

although another case like Iraq may not occur again in a world moving towards 

nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation - whether under global or regional 

treaties - the eventuality cannot be excluded and effective procedures must be 

in place to meet it. 

The defiance of the non-proliferation Treaty by one State should not lead 

us to overlook the fact that significant progress has recently been made in 

the field of non-proliferation. Argentina and Braril agreed to open up their 

nuclear sectors to each other and are in the process of concluding a 

comprehensive safeguard8 agreement with the IAEA. South Africa has adhered to 

the NPT and concluded a full-scope safeguards agreement with the IAEA. 

Several other State8 in southern Africa have, likewise, recently joined the 

NPT, making the objective of a nuclear-weapon-free African continent seem 

attainable. 

I should aiso mention that Lithuania has acceded to the Treaty, and the 

Ukraine has declared its intention to do the same. This means that many 

nuclear installations not previously covered by IAEA safeguards will, in the 

future, be safeguarded. In addition, China and France have made it clear that 
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they will adhoro to the IPT, thur includirq emong the Partior to the Treaty 

all declared nuclesr-weapon Stator. 

In the Middle East, a nuclear-weapon-free aone, although a difficult 

objective, ie on everyone’s agenda and could be a realistic possibility with 

the convening of a peace conferonco. There ir already recognition -139 the 

State0 of the region that in a sone ritb much a llbgacy of fear and suspicion 

there is a need for a comprohenmive verification reqime. 

Concapta ruch a8 mutual inspection between the parties and challenge 

inspectlone are already being dircuered ~II important features of ruch a 

regime. Last month, the General Conference of the IAEA decided by consensus 

to request the Director General of the Agency 

“to take such meaaurea aa are necessary to facilitate the early 

application of full-acope Agency safeguards to all nuclear activities in 

the Middle East, and in particular to prepare a model agreement taking 

into account the view of the States in the region, as a necessary step 

towarda the creation of a nuclear-weapon-free zone.” 

While it is obvious that a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East will 

have to be negotiated between the parties, technical input provided by the 

Agency, with its broad experience of verification meaauree, could be a useful 

contribution to the negotiating process. 

Considering all theee facts, it does not seem too daring, in the present 

international climate, to aim at and hope for both accelerated nuclear 

disarmament by nuclear-weapon States and universal corrrnitment to 

non-proliferation on the part of non-nuclear-weapon States by 1995, when the 

extension of the NPT is to be examined. This, in my view, should be our 

ambition. 
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Next I should lik. to make lome cmntl on the activitior of the IAKA in 

the field of nuclear rafety. Anti-auclosr critics of the 4ency rometimes 

urge that the Agency rhould not “promote” the peaceful UIIO~ of nuclesr 

energy. Maybe this critician ir baaed on a miwnderetanding. The principal 

mean8 through which the IABA “prowter” nuclear energy are international 

measurea to rtrelrgthen the safety in the operation of nuclear power plants and 

in the disposal of radioactive waste. This type of “promotion”, one would 

think, rhould be acceptable to all. 

Although the operators and owners of nuclear plants and the authorities 

of the States in which they are located carry the responsibility for the 

safety of the plants, there is more and more intatnational cooperation, 

harmonixation and even legislation relating to nuc:Lesr safety. The IAEA ia 

the centre of many of these activities. 

The Chernobyl accident in 1986 was subjected within month:. to an 

international inquiry at the IAEA in Vienna to enable nuclear scientists and 

engineers from all over the world to understand the causes and the course of 

the accident. Since then the Agency has assisted Soviet, IJkreinian and 

Belaruaian institutions in orqanitinq 8 permanent international research 

centre in the Chernobyl area, where scientific institutes from all over the 

world can undertake joint research. 

At the request of the Soviet Government the Agency has also helped in the 

last two years to organire an international assesment of the radiological and 

health consequences of the accident. Together with sir other international 

organitations, including the World Health Organisation (WHO). the Food and 

Agriculture Organisation of the United NOtiODs (PAO) and the Comnissioxl of the 

European Conununities, the Agency sent Dearly 40 technical missions involving 
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about 100 im!Iqem%nt oxpert. to tba ate88 affect.6 by tin Chernobyl accidant 

to obtain data for rciontlficmlly bawd conclurionr on tharo conttovorrlal 

utterr. Thourandr of poop10 wore oxulnad l nd thouaandr of ramplea of food, 

roil and rater umro l aalymod. 
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An international mcieatlflc coarrittoo, headed by Profomror Itmuao 

Shigaratmu, Director of tho Itadiatlon Uffoctr Romoarch ?oundation in 

Hiromhina, Japan, warn romponoiblo for the working plan and for tho report, 

which warn tho subject of dimcuasion at a conforenco in Vienna in May this 

yoar . Uthouqh tho psychological cooroquoacom of tho accident wore found to 

be grave - with much anxiety, foar and lack of confidence in authorities - and 

although tho qoooral hoalth situation rhowed doficioncior, miqnifjcant 

difforencrs wore not found in the health of people living in villages with 

rolativoly high radiation contamination and those living in villages with low 

contaml nation. This conclusion is not accepted by everyone and it is at 

variance with the images that some of the media have transmitted, but it is 

consistent with prior, more limited, reports by the United Nations Scientific 

Cornmittec on the tffects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), WHO and the League of 

Red Cross Societies. Pollow-up studies are needed of many people who took 

part in the clean-up operations and of people who were evacuated. Long-term 

national and international studies of the health of the population and of the 

area8 most affected by the accident are organixed and will eventually give the 

world a full and hopefully final picture of the health and environmental 

consequences of the accident. 

The study undertaken in 1990 and 1991 left no doubt about the very 

difficult social and economic situation of the people living in the area 

affected by the Chernobyl accident, and the IAEA supports the work undertaken 

by the Inter-Agency Task ?orce on Chernobyl established following 

consideration of the consequences of the accident by the Economic and Social 

Council and tbo General Assembly last year. 
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The devolopmontr in Eartorn and Contra1 Europa, includiqj the Soviet Union, 

have led to a strong iatorort - not only within the countrior of the region 

but also internationally - in l xamiaing and upgrading nuclaar powr rafety in 

the region. The Agency ir intonroly engaged ar a local point for and a8 an 

inrtrument of l ftortm in this regard. A l pocial project ral rrt up to oxamine 

the safety of the oldort type of Soviot-domignod roactora, thm MR 440/230. 

Some roactorm of this type were clorod in Cormany follouing the reunification 

of the country. Pc:rticular attention har boon given to the roactorr of this 

type at Korloduy in Bulgaria. Follouing a report by tha IAEA that the safety 

of this plant was unsatisfactory, broad international efforta, involving the 

Conwnirrion of the Ruropean Comunitiea as well am individual Ruropwrn 

countries. the United Stater and othatrm, were initiated. 

Recently the Soviet Union proposed that the IAEA should undertake another 

special project, namely, examining safety questions relating to the RRMR-type, 

or Chernobyl type, of reactor. I am confident that the Agency can briDg 

together nuclear experts to analyse, asso and adviro OD the rafoty problems 

of this type of reactor which is found in the Rurrian ?oderation, in the 

Ukraine and in Lithuania. 

The Chernobyl accident in 1966 triggered a broad IAEA prograars aimed at 

the gradual creation of an international nuclear safety regime. Basic 

principles of nuclear safety have been worked out, nuclear safety standards 

have been updated and many new services wing international experts have been 

offered to member States - often against payment by them. This year a special 

conference of government policy-makers in the field of nuclear safety met in 
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Vienna an8 chsrted the next 1~19 of the journey to an international 

nuclear-rafety regime. 

knonq the many proposal6 from the ConferQnce van one aimed at the 

elaboration Of a binding frmwork convention on nuclear l afsty. while 

individual countrierr will no doubt continue to amrort their erclusivs 

responQibility for the rafoty of nuclear in8tallations on their territories - 

and indeed nothin should be done to relieve then of that reQponribility - a 

framework convention, in my judgement, may mark the beginning of a recognition 

that mome standards and rules in the field Of nuclear safety must be defined 

internationally and must be made mandatory, for inQtancQ, those relating to 

basic principles of nuclaar safety, incident reporting and the transboundary 

movement of radioactive waste. The range of rules and standarda included in a 

framQuork COnVentiOn may be limited at thQ bQ9innin9 and may expand aa 

QXpQriQnCQ iS gained. They would be based on the awareneQQ that it is 

unacceptable to the international cormwnity that nuclear safety is substandard 

anywhere in the world. 

In response to a request by the General Assembly following the so-called 

Brundtland report a few year8 ago, the IAEA SurVQyOd its proqramnes and 

reported on the extent to which they were relevant to the subject of 

environment and development. A fOllOu-up Of this survsy is being prepared in 

time for the United Nations GOnfQrQDCQ in Rio nQXt year. A larqe number of 

the AqQnCy's dQvQlOpIIK3nt COOpQratiOn prOqraIrUQQS, ebpecially in agriculture and 

industry, are directly beneficial not only for development but also for the 

environment. For instance, nuclear techniques frequently offer the best means 

of monitoring the presence and concentration of pollutants. The IAEA’s Harine 

Laboratory in Monaco. which has much experience in monitorinq pollution in the 
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Persian Gulf and POBBOSBOB an important database from this work, is now 

playing an important role in the international efforts regarding the Gulf. 

Continued emphasis on environmental monitoring and protection is being 

maintained in our prograssse. 

Most interesting - but also most COntrOVermial - is the question of the 

potential importance of nuclear power to help reduce the emissions of carbon 

dioxide which result from the burning of all fo8Bil fuels and which are 

believed to contribute to global warming. 

The sununit meetings of industrialired States have repeatedly recognised 

that: 

“nuclear energy can play a significant role in reducing the growth of 

greenhouse gas emissions”. 

Such a role is so far vehemently opposed by various anti-nuclear groups which 

usually recommend energy saving and a wider use of renewable sources of 

energy. The adequacy of these methods to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is 

doubted by others. No consensus has yet emerged. 

There is no intergovernmental organization which deals with all sources 

of energy and which is capable of studying and comparing the health and 

snvLronmenta1 impacts of various sources and uses of energy. Therefore a 

number of organisations, including the IAEA, the World Bank, the World Health 

Organisation, the United Nations Environment Prograssse and the Comnissioa of 

the European Communities decided to organise a joint comparative study of the 

environmental and health effects of different energy systems for electricity 

generation and of the prospects of increasing efficiency in energy use or of 

forgoing energy services. The study was discussed last May in Helsinki at a 

Senior Expert Symposium. Several of the important conclusions reached at the 
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symposium have been atiitted to *he Preparatory Coamnittee for the Rio 

Goof l renco . Among theme I might mention: first, that the global demand for 

electricity will contiauo to incroaao, aubjoct only to conatraintm 00 economic 

growthj mecondly, that efficiency improvementa hsvo a substantial potential to 

reduce environmental inpactm and mhould be pursued vigorously - however, such 

improvements will not eliminate the need for new plants to meet the growing 

demandr and, thirdly, that nuclear power is the moat likely non-fossil source 

that can be deployed on a large scale and with coats competitive with fossil 

fuels for base-load generation. Nuclear energy has therefore the potential to 

make a significant contribution towards a reduction in carbon emissions but 

its social acceptability remains in question. 

The pomaiblo greenhouse effect and the ways that are open to the world to 

counter it are among the moat important topics on the global agenda. It is 

desirable that dispassionate studies should be made as input to this 

discussion. Tte concluaiona of the Helsinki Symposium are intended to 

constitute such input. 

A few developing courtriea are successfully making use of nuclear power 

and this source of enerqy is of potential future interest iu the developing 

world especially where there is a lack of indigenous sources of energy or a 

need to desalinate sea water. However , the primary interest of moat 

developing countries in the IAEA lies in non-power-relatad nuclear 

techniques - in medicine, agriculture and industry. Let me mention only two 

examples among many to give an idea of the type of technical cooperation 

activities that are currently pursued iii the field of nuclear energy. 
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The rterllisation of Insects through the irradiation of pupae has proved 

to be a vary effective way to eradicatcb soma insect pests. When releaasd in 

overwhelniaq numbers in a particular zone, sterilixed males mate with fertile 

females, and no offspring are produced. This technique - the so-called 

ster 110 male technique - has been championed by IMA. In a large progranma 

led by the rood and Agriculture Organixation, the Agency recently helped to 

eradicate the new world screwworm in Libya with the help of this technique. 

In 1990 over 12,000 livestock were found infested with this lethal pest in 

Libya. Thlm year - 1991 - only six cases were recorded. and since April not 

one single case. It is certainly a relief that this pest, which miqht have 

spread and affected livestock and wildlife in the whole African continent, has 

been eradicated - and this without an extensive use of chemical pesticides. 

A second current example of how the Agency helps to transfer a nuclear 

technique relates to the removal of aulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides from 

flue gases in coal power stations. Through the use of electron beams, those 

gases are transformed ;rrto fertilizers. In April this year a pilot plant, 

installed at a thermtit power station in Warsaw, started up. It is the largest 

demonstration plant of its kind in the world. Approximately 90 per cent of 

the sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides in flue gases can be removed by two 

electron beam machines of 50 kilowatts each. This project will show how 

promising the technique may be in cleaning up exhaust gases from commercial 

power stations, incineration plants and other industrial plants. 

I should like to make a few comments swuning up the Agency’s principal 

tasks in the medium term. The central task of the Agency has always been to 

contribute to the tamirig of nuclear power: to promote nuclear arms control 

and confidence in such control by safeguards verification and to promote the 
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peaceful uses of auclosr energy by the transfer of technology and by 

cooporation. 

In today’s international climsto new challenges sod opportunities arise, 

and INSA and other intargovernmoatal organirationr muat adapt their ptogramnes 

to meet those challerqor. 

Bffective verification of the peaceful uses of nuclear eneqy ia becoming 

increasingly needed for rwIiona1 and global confidencm and for nuclear 

dirarmarnent. In a now international order a much strengthen@d safeguards 

system is rcrquirsd to give aa8urance that non-proliferation pledges are 

rorpected - whether globally or in nuclear-weapon-free sones - and perhaps one 

day also to verify that nuclear material released through nuclear disarmament 

and transferred to peaceful uses continues to be used for peaceful purposes. 

An international nuclear safety regime must evolve to give confidence 

that the safety of nuclear operations and of nuclear waste disposal is high 

everywhere in the world. The Agency is the natural birthplace for such a 

regime, which is also required if nuclear power is to become a viable option 

to meet a substantial part of the world’s future energy needs. 

The Agency must, further, increasingly assist developing countries in 

making use of nuclear techniques in their efforts to catch up with the 

industrialfred countries. To take a few examples: they can use irradiation 

techniques to produce new useful mutants of many plants; they can employ 

nuclear techniques for medical diagnosis and for combating cancer: and they 

can adopt nuclear techniques fcir non-destructive testing to achieve quality 

control in the industrial sphere. 
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In addretr8ibg squarely new irauerr conceraia9 safeguarda. nuclear rafety 

and the transfer of technology, IMA is adapting to face the problona of r~ 

continuourly changinq world. 

Regrettably, a political resdinerr to identify and meet new challenges is 

not enough to achieve results. Adequate resources in personnel and money are 

also crucial. I shall conclude with a brief comsent on each of these two 

mettera. 

If  during the past aeven yearn the Agency has been able to deliver an 

increased proqratmne with a zero real growth budget and to respond promptly to 

unforeseen important tasks, it is in great part due to the enthusiasm, 

dynamism and versatility of our staff. The way in which we recruit and 

remunerate staff is important for our ability to accomplish our objective. We 

pursue in the hqency a policy of staff rotation. The majority of professional 

staff serve f  iv0 to seven years. This has enabled ua to have a continuous 

inflow of fresh talent and a corresponding outflow into the national nuclear 

conmnunities of professionals who know how the Agency’s functions can best be 

used by their countries. WC have every intention of continuing this policy, 

but I must report that we find it increasingly difficult to attract highly 

technical specialists in some sectors of our work. The pay and conditions of 

service offered by the United Nations Consnon System are no longer attractive 

to many specialists. I f  we are to remain highly effective, a way must be 

found to allow for some flexibility in the conditions of employment of 

professional staff. 

As to financial resources, let me say that it cannut be a rational order 

for major contributors. who eventually do pay their dues, to do this SO late 

in the budgetary year that the iotcrnationzl orgaoizations that receive the 
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dues - including IAEA - are perennially on the brink of monomic dimaster. 

Nor can it be a ratlonsl order to ba 80 wedded to the concopt of aero 

budgetary growth that vital international needr are inadequately looked after. 

A neu international order must have effective international 

orqaninatioot . Thilr roquirea l ffoctivo cooperation betreon Member Statem, 

skilled and motivated Secretariat rtaff and adequate and timely financing. 

Lartly, I should like to expronm in thi# form the thanks of SASA to the 

Coveru. mat of Aurtria, which is an excellent host to 011 the international 

organisations located in Vienna. 

wm (interpretation from Arabic): I now call on the 

representative of Argentina, who will introduce the draft resolution in 

document A./46/L.10. 

w (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish); I should 

like, at the outset, to erpress the appreciation of the delegation of 

Argentina to the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Aqency, 

Mr. Hana Blix, for his wide-ranging statement on the Agency’s work in 1990. 

That statement and the annual report of IAEA confirm his dedication and 

efficiency, es well as the high technical calibre of that body, entrusted with 

carrying out a weighty task OD behalf of the international community. 

My Government would like to stress its cngoing commitment to the work and 

objectives of the Agency, with a view to taking maximum advantage of the 

benefits of the peaceful use of nuclear energy in keeping with the priuciFlle 

of the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

Argeotiaa continues to be open to establishing and developing close ties 

of cooperation in peaceful uses of nuclear energy. He are convinced of the 
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need to make available to all people the benefits flowing from such uses, free 

of restriction8 and discrimination, provided that appropriate guarantees nre 

given that the technologies, facilities and materials tramsfsrred will be tsed 

excluseively to those ends. 
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The Government. of Argentina is fully committed to a policy reatrtctiny 

its nuclear development exclusively for peaceful purpoeeo. It is precisely in 

that nyirit thst on 28 November last year in the border city of Fox de Iyuayu 

our nation’s President, Mr. Carlos Uenem, jointly with the President of the 

Federal Republic of Branil, Mr. Fernando Collar de Hello. issued a declaration 

on a comnon Argentine-Brarilian nuclear policy laying down three successive 

steps, interrelated but independent of one another, to ensure total 

transparency for our respective nuclear act.ivities, namely: the establishment 

of a Comnon System for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials in all 

installations: the negotiation with the International Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA) of a Joint Safeguards Agreement: and the adoption of measures conducive 

to updating and improving of the Tlatelolco Treaty with a view to the full 

entry into force of this international instrument for the two Statea. 

By now the Common System for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials 

is being fully implemenled and, moreover, it has been given an appropri.ate 

juridical framework to guarantee its credibility internationally and its 

durability by way of the signing, on 18 July last in the City of Guadalajara, 

Mexic.n, nf ar: aqreprnent on the 11~~ of nuclear enprrJy cxclusiv~i; f*yr pesccfu! 

purposes, which is now going throuyh the parliamentary rat.ificat.ion process in 

the t-wo countries. Similarly, significant progress has been made in workiny 

out a comprehensive joint safeguards aqreement with the Agency. 

We are firmly convinced that t.hese measures, together with the previous 

technical cooperation agreements betveen the two Governments arrived at over 

the past decade, will provide the international community the broadest 

possible guarantees ds t.0 t-he purposes of their respective nuclear fleveloyment.. 
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Argentina haa repeatedly ntreessd the Import.ance It asvribea to t.he 

affectiveness sncl credibility of the Agency’s snfegusrds system. This in 

bar ne out. by the I2 safeguards agreements currently in force bet.ween t.he 

Government of Argentina and thp Agency rnd by t.he fact that my Gove~nmr *I+ nnrf 

that of Braril have ayreed to entrust to the Ayoncy the auditing of their 

Cornnon System for Accounting and Control of Nuclssr Materials. 

In this respect, we urge the secretariat to redouble its efforts to 

become even more reliable by way of an in-depth rationalisation of its 

approach to implementation and not by tho mere addition of verification 

measures, with r-he consequent addit.ionai costs such measures would ent.ail. 

We should like also to express our satisfaction with the work bciny done 

by the Standing Connnission on Liability for Nuclear Damage, which has made 

significant strides in standard evaluation and treatment of various issues 

with a view ultimately to amending the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability 

for Nuclear Damaqe. to vhich our country is a party and whose universal 

accession we have constantly sought t.o promote. 

Similarly, we take the opportunity to hail the holding of the 

Jnternational Conference on Nuclear Safety, which concluded recently. In our 

view, the Conference produced a consistent body of conclusions which, toyether 

with the new recommendations of the International Commission on Hadioloqical 

Protection, can serve as a guide fcr the future action of the Agency in the 

matter. Expanding its activities in the area of nuclear cafety would be 

justif ied. as we see it, to the extent that it shows caution and prudence and 

proceeds in a planned and proqressive way. 

Jt is obvious that there is co~~scnsus in Ihe sense ol: movirlq towards 

dpv,isinq int.ernat. iona: 5atet y  tr i tecr ia; however, there remain doutts as co Iti0 
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advinabl1it.y of eotablishing prescrIpt.lve lnternationnl norms by wry of an 

internnt ionnl ronvent ion.* 

He should like especially to highlight the strides made by the IAEA with 

regard to food rind aqr iculture, as well as in t.he biological nnd phyaicbl 

aciencss. 

This yerrr Argentina is presiding over the Covernlng Board of the ;AI?A: it 

once again reaffirms i”s readineaa to support the Agency aa it carries out. its 

important work in the use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

In conclusion, I have the honour of intrcducing draft resolution 

A/Q6/L.I0 on the 1990 report of the International Atomic Energy Agency, on 

behalf of the delegations of Australia, the Bahamas, Belarus, Bulqaria, 

Canada, Chile,. Czechosl~~,~nkia, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany, 

Greece, Hungary, Italy, Myanmar, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, 

Portugal, the Republic of Korea, Fomania. Samoa, Spain, S.*eden. Ukraine, t.ha 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, tho United States of America and my own country, Argentina. 

In generisl terms, the draft resolution follows the format and text of 

past resolut.ions adopted on the item by the General Assembly, with t.he 

incoipornt.ion of an addition in the six:h preamhular- paraqraph and the 

inciusion of a new paragraph 4, the texts of vhich were arrived at in informal 

consultations held among the deleqations concerned both in Vienna and In 

Now York. 

‘The sponsurs trust that it will be adopted with the mnx.imum possible 

supper t . 
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&.ww (Balarus) (Interpretation from Ruralnn): I munt 

a&nit that it is with nixed emotions that I come to the rostrum to make a 

statement on the report of the International Atomic erqy Aqency (IAEA), On 

the one hand. contemporary life would be unt.hinkabla rlthout. the srlstsnce of 

such an important organixstioa as the IAEA. This is convincinqly demonstrated 

by the significsnt role it plays and by the number of tasks it carries out, as 

evidenced by its report submitted to the General Assembly at this forty-sixth 

seaoion and by the constructive statement of Mr. t311r. the Agency’s Director 

General. On the other hand, the A9ency’s activities in a new historical 

period in the world’s developmerrt need further improvement. 

Two extraordinary events - Chernobyl and t-he actions of Iraq - although 

completely different in nature, clearly demonstrate thnt need. The 

international discussions of theso events have virtually coincided in time, 

and this haa not merely been an accident of history but has been the result of 

a certain logic that has resoundingly indicated the need for change. Indeed, 

events in the Gulf have rsvealed the inadequacy of the existing INS’s 

safeguards regime, under which regular inspections are carried out. 
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The consequence@ of Chernobyl demonstrated th@t t.hs Aqency’s exist irry 

functional role WRB inadequate for the tssh of eliminating the conaequenrea of 

a nuclear dirsster. 

In our view, IAEA is akln to n vital life-support system on a 

spacecraft . Such a system is absolutely essential. Howeva r , the incraasinq 

number and complexity of activities on the apacecraft require improvement of 

the system. The world ia now 80 complex that the present-day framework of 

IAEA, determined st an earlier ataqe by its member States, )!a8 become 

outdated. This is not at all the fault of IAEA itself or the result of 

omission on its pnrt. It is the objective course of developments. However , 

it is the duty of the Ayency at this time to make a yualitative leap forward 

to respond fully to the challenges of the times, to ensure that the ongoing 

processes of renewal and reform taking place in ot.her international 

orqanitations do not leave this uniquely significant forum on the sidelines, 

removed from the mainstr-cam processes. 

Let us recall that in the second half of the 1960s and in the 1970s IAEA 

siynificantly widened and deepened the SCOPC, of its functions, as compared 

with thoae which had been originally laid down in its Statute in the 1950s. 

That was the response of States to the pressing challenges of that time. NOW 

we are approaching a stage where qualitatively new development is necessary in 

the Agency. In that connection, we welcome this recent statement by Mr. Blix 

at the IAEA General Conference. “It is clear that the time is ripe for 

adjustment and change” . We sincerely welcome also the follouing remark made 

lJy Hr. Bl ix in his statement to the General Assembly: 
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!Mk.) 

*Tallow-up studies are needed of many people who took part in the 

clean-up operations and of people who were evacuated. . . . [These 

stuaies] will eventually give the world a full and, hopefully, final 

picture CS the health ana environmental consequences of the accident." 

(WE=-U) 

We see this as a very real change in the position of IAEA. The Republic 

of Belarus shares the view of the Director General of the Agency regarding the 

necessity of expanding the Agency's activities in the field of nuclear energy 

ana safety rrnd also in tbe improvement of the safeguards system. At the ssme 

time, Belarus is convinced that it *0ula be inadequate to confine ourselves to 

this. The reforming of IAEA must go further. !l%e new role of the Agency must 

be expanded b&yona the bounds of the two spheres of its activity I have 

mentioned so as to encompass the following three spheres: first, helping to 

prevent the proliferation of nuclear weaponsi secondly, ensuring the maximally 

safe development of nuclear power; and. thirdly, eliminating the consequences 

of nuclear accidents. Those three spheres of activity are equal in importance 

and 8h0da receive equal aegrees of concentration of efforts. 

In particular, in the field of promoting the non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapons the time is clearly ripe for more intrusive inspections, with full ana 

timely access to installations, under the agreements in regard to the 

non-proliferation safeguards. Perhaps such inspections would be special in 

nature ana additional to the regular ones. Possibly they would become normal 

procedure. In appropriate cases direct aupport from the Security Council in 

this regard would be necessary. We are convinced that, as a result of 

large-scale initiatives in the nuclear disarmament field, taken in the past 
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(@r. Krevcbanka. Belaruz) 

ssveral wa8ks favourable conditions have been createa for the adoption of 

various measures to narrow the existence of nuclear weapons to the maximum 

extent. 

IR th8 sphere af ensurinq the Safety Of nuclear g6W8rs all the activities 

of the Agency should be placed within an international framework, or an 

umbrella-type convention on nuclear safety. The idea of drafting such a 

convention is actively supported by Belarus. Protocols to be adopted on the 

basis of such a convention could then ensure that all specific obligations are 

covered. 

The timeliness of this aspect is increasing, especially ia connection 

with the problem of tbe ageing of a number of nuclear-power stations. In some 

countries - for instance, in the United States, as is well known - the periods 

for the safe operation of many nuclear-power stations will be expiring in the 

near future. Taking decisions on their future is a major and complex safety 

problem, going beyond national boundaries. 

The Republic of Belarus is observing with keen interest the processes 

concerning the safe development of nuclear power. The fact that close to the 

borders of my Republic there exist four nuclear-pouer stations - including the 

one still functioning at Chernobyl and the Rovno nuclear-power stations, in 

the eautb: tbe Smolensk nuclear power station, in the east: and the one in 

Ignalina, in the north-west of the Republic - indicates that our national 

interests in ensuring nuclear ena radiation safety depend to a considerable 

extent an the safe functioning of these and other nuclear-power stations in 

neighbouring ana other European States. Any nuclear disasters in Europe, or 

in any other part of the Earth, could create an additional threat to the 
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health, life and fut.uis of t.hs Belarurian people or to the environment of the 

Pepuh). ic. rhich hss been declarad a sooo of ecological diraster. 

Finally. in rmqard to the third sphere. eliainating ths consequences of 

nuclear accidents, let us face the truth. As long a8 nuclear-pouer atationa 

exist, are built and QC* growing older, the probability and danger of nuclear 

accidents cannot be excluded. Assertions to the contrary can be taken 

asriously only by naive persons. 

Nuclear accidents nt. atomic-power st.at.ionH are almost. daily occurrences. 

It may be objected that these are minor accidenta. Hcvaver , I believe it. will 

be agreed that if minor incidenta are possible it is quite likely that 

large--scale accidents can follov. 
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(J4r. Kravchanka, BelaruE,) 

Further evidence of this was the recent fire at one of the 

still-operational blocks at the Chernobyl nuclear-power station, which 

occurred in spite of the extremely strict safety measures undertaken at the 

station after the catastrophe of 1966. That accident caused serious anxiety 

among the people, Government and Parliament of my Republic. Within a few 

hours the site was visited by a Belarusian delegation heaaed by Mr. I Smoliar, 

Chairman of the Chernobyl Standing Commission of the Supreme Soviet of the 

Republic of Belarus, and Mr. Kenik. The Parliament of the Republic, after 

analysing the delegation's report, decided that it was necessary to have an 

agreement regulating all questions relating to the future operation of the 

Chernobyl station. 

If  the international Organisation is to deal with matters relating to 

promotion of the development of nuclear powers, it must be ready - within its 

terms of reference, and not as an exception - to join Governments in 

concentrated efforts to overcome the consequences of accidents at 

nuclear-power installations. This is ordinary human logic and is fully in 

accord with the enormous task of everyone in this Hall - infleed, everyone in 

this building: the task of securing a safe and fulfilled life for mankind. 

That ix why, in the post-Chernobyl situation, we proceed, not on the basis of 

average estimates and concepts of collective risk, but on the basis of 

regional and local peculiarities and of the need to protect the rights of 

every individual at risk. 

The basic work of IAEA in this area could be geared towards perfecting 

the legal progress. The Agency's speedy completion of two international 

conventions in 1986, in the immediate aftermath of the Chernobyl catastrophe, 

was a* important experience. In particular, it would be in the interests of 
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Qw. Kravchfq&~. BelarusJ 

all States to produce without delay an international legal instrument on the 

provision of urgent assistance in the case of a radiological emergency - an 

instrument that would provide machinery for the speedy mobilisation of the 

efforts of the whole world community to deal with the consequences of nuclear 

accidents. Clearly, it is also expedient that appropriate obligations to 

render all necessary long-term assistance be worked out. 

In addition, serious efforts must be made to perfect the regime of the 

1917 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage. 

It cannot be said that IAEA is doing nothing to undo the consequences of 

nuclear accidents. Belarus is very grateful for the start that has been made 

in a number of research programmes in this direction. 

We were glad to hear Mr. Blix refer to willingness to cooperate with the 

World Bealtb Organization and other bodies end to continue to study the 

consequences of the Chernobyl disaster in areas not covered by the original 

experts. I refer to the international Chernobyl project and to the decisions 

of the General Conference of the Agency at its thirty-fifth session on the 

need to develop specific measures to solve problems flowing from the report of 

the international advisory cozzzittee on the results of the project. NQ 

doubt, progranxzes will need to be expanded. 

It is also beyond doubt that the priorities in allocating the Agency's 

budgetary resources must be reassessed. In this connection, I should like to 

underscore the Agency's need to make provision for substantial increases in 

the 1993-1994 budgetary allocations for the Chernobyl subprogrammes and for 

the necessary inclusion of the question of Chernobyl in the Agency’s 

medium-term plan. 
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(Mr. U[ravchan& Belarus) 

But this is not the main problema the main problem is that all these 

programmes are adopted on a special basis - an ad hoc basis - whereas, it is 

our deep conviction, this type of activity should be undertaken on an equal 

footing with oth6r major aspects of I?iEA activity. 

We are saying this eo emphatically today because, to a large extent, the 

Belarusian people has been left to fight by itself the Chernobyl disaster that 

has befallen it. There is a Spanish saying about screaming from the mouth of 

one's tt0unas. Cur people are indeed screaming from the mouth of their wound - 

ana this is not the first time. 

I shall not go into detail concerning the catastrophic consequences of 

Chernobyl. Alas, these have become a part of our daily life, making it almost 

surreal. I am sure that the consequences are well known to representatives. 

I want to point out, however, that, according to the latest statistics, the 

number of cases of thyroid-gland cancer among Belarusian children in the areas 

affected was 22 times greater in 1991 than in the pre-Chernobyl period, and in 

Belarus as a whole there was a sevenfold increase. A comparison vi11 show 

that the rate of cancer of the thyroid among children in Belarus is four times 

higher than the highest world levels - I emphasise "the highest world 

levels" - and that in the worst-affected area of the Republic, Gomel, the 

factor is nine. Every individual vi11 be aware of the horrible significance of 

these figures. 

However, we are trying to rise above our national pain. while suggesting 

serious reform of the functions a& activities of IAEA. we want to ensure that 

the international community will protect not only our children but also the 

future children of other nations. We are concerned that the Agency should get 

a breath of fresh air so that it might proceed to a nen stage of development. 
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( ILlI.” ._Jr_m.!iEBapaa. BQlBK UII ) 

The creation of IAEA was the expression of the aspiration of the 

international community to subordinatr the achievementa In science and 

technqloqy to the interests of peace and r.he progress of man. Today. va 

appeal to the world cormsunity to engage in joint efforts to transform IAEA of 

the 196011 and 19705 into nn internstional forum of the tventy-first century. 

Before concluding my statement J wish to take this opportunity to drav 

attention to an important declaration adopted recently by the Supreme Soviet 

of Belarua on the principle5 of the external political activiky of the 

Republic. On the basis of const.it.utional law - the Declakation on the State 

Sovereignty of the Republic of Belarus and of the decree of the Supreme 

Soviet on enaurinq the political and economic independence of thrr Republic, 

the legislature of my country confirmed its commitment to the principles of 

the Charter of the United Nations and of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, aa well as international obligations assumed by the Republic under 

international treaties, including the International Covenants on Human Rights. 
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The Supreme Soviet of Belarun hat daclared the Republic’s readiness to 

accede to the Optional Protocol to tha International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights, to sign the Qinal Act of the Conference on Security and 

Cooperatlo.1 in Europe (CSCE) and to undertake t.he obliyat.iona falliny under 

the instruments included io the CSCG process. 

In the same declaration, the Supreme Soviet of the Republic requested the 

leaders of the parliaments of Stntea members of the CSCE to admit the Republic 

as a full-fledgad member of that Conference, and proposed that negotiations 

begin on eliminating nuclear weapons an& declaring the Suropean continent a 

nuclear-free zone. 

Xn its foreign policy activities, the Government of Belarus will proceed 

on the basis of those objectives. One of the priorities of those activities 

is the continuation and deepening of cooperation with the internotional 

conwnuoity in supporting programmes to minimiae the consequences of the 

Chernobyl accident. 

Mr. Vi@ .JC&&LB !?retherlands): I shall speak on behalf of the 

European Community and its member States. 

I should first of all like to express the appreciation or the European 

Community and its member States to the Direct-or General of t-he Internat ioncl 

Atomic Enerqy Agency (IAEA), Mr. Bans Blix, and his staff for thttir 

outstanding contribution ?o the war K of the Agency. Recent developments in 

the world have shown that there is an increasingly important role for the 

Agency to play in promoting and ensuring the peaceful use of nuclear 

technology and i.n pieventinr) the proliferation of nuc.Loar veayons. The 

irlternat.irJnal community has irn important. st-ake in the continued effectiveness 

of the Agency’s work in these f’iel..js. 
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(Mr. Van Schaik. Ne+herlandS) 

On two issces the Agency's work has been particularly prominent - namely, 

nuclear safety* especially safety of nuclear-power generation; and 

non-proliferation and safeguards. 

On the issue of nuclear safety, the Nuclear Safety Conference, held in 

Vienna at the beginning of September this year, produced a number of promising 

results, soma of which were taken up by the General Conference. The European 

Conrsrunity end its member States, which took the initiative for this 

Conference. particularly welcome in this context the adoption of a resolution 

on measorea to strengthen international cooperation in matters relating to 

nuclear safety and radiological protection. The resolution recagnizes tbe 

value of following a step-by-step approach to a framework convention for the 

promotion of an international safety regime. It invites the Director General 

to prepare an outline of the possible elements for such a convention for the 

Board's consideration by February 1992 at the latest. 

We also welcome the results of the International Chernobyl Project, which 

have been published recently. The Project has examined the assessments of the 

radiological and health situation in areas of the BSSR affected by the 

Chernobyl accident, and provides glidelines for follow-up projects. The 

lwelve will make everp effort to contribute to these projects also. A recent 

example of such cooperation is the IAER Project for the Safety of Older 

Reactors. We have participated active33 in expert missions and studies OR the 

safety of WEB 440-230 reactors ia Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. 

Following an appeal by the Bulgarian Government, the Community ana several of 

its member States, together with the BuSgarian Government, the IAEA and the 

World Association of Nuclear Operators IWANO), decided to provide immediate 

financial and technical assistance to improve safety conditions in Kosloduy. 
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Regarding the Convention on the Phyalcal Protection of Ruclear Watarial, 

I am ploalred to announce that all 12 member State8 of the Cornunity have 

acceded to the Convention. The ISuropean Comuntty and ita member St.ates 

welcome the adoption of a resolution by the thirty-fifth General Conference 

requeatiaq the Director General to report regularly on the status of the 

Convention, in particular with a view tc preparing for a review conference of 

the Convention to be held in 1992. 

With regard to the second issue -- non-proliferation and safeguards - the 

accession of more States to the non-proliferation Treaty is indeed good news. 

With Prance’s decision to accede. all States member8 of the European Community 

will be parties to the Treaty, We comnend the five African States - 

Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia snd Zimbabwe -. that have taken the 

decision to become parties to the nun-proliferation Treaty, and we trust more 

States in Africa will accede. In part.icular, South Africa’s ratification and 

subsequen? signing of a safeguards agreement with the IAEA and the agreement’s 

irranediate entry into force on the first day of the thirty-fifth General 

Conference will contribute substantially to the prospect of 8 

nuclear-weapon-free Africa. Fur” hermore, Albania’s decision to accede to the 

non-proliferation Treaty and China’s announcement of such a decision 

illustrate even more how universal the objective of non-proliferation has 

become. Argentina and Brazil are close to agreeing on the text of a 

comprehensive safeguards agreement with the Agency. 

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has accepted the text of a 

satequards agreement with the Agency. However, the Twelve expressed concern 

during t-he General Conference over the ionq dp lays in ttle signing, entry into 

force and implementation of the safeguards ayreement between t.he Democratic 
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PoopIe’e Republic of Korea and the 4oacp. It rhould bo borne An mind that 

the conclusion of a rafeguardr eqreement warn already long overdue. 

The adoption of a remolution by the thirty-fifth General Conference on 

the application of IAEA safeguards in the Middle Beat ia amen by the Kuropesn 

Community and itn member Staten am an important breakthrough toward6 

establimhinq a nuclear-vrapon-free tone in that region. 

The European Conrunity and it8 member Stater are greatly concerned over 

the Director General’s report based on the inspection reports of the six 

nuclear inspection missions to Iraq. Each rucceusive aiorion to Iraq ham made 

it increasingly clear that the international concern about Iraq’s ncclear 

ambitions uas well--founded. 
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Uot only has Iraq violatcrd Its safeguards syreerrent with the Qencyt it has 

al80 wilfully disregarded its connitnrot under tho Ron-Prolifsrstion Treaty by 

actively pursuing the nuclesr wesponn option snd building Q very substantial 

enrichment Qnd weaponising progrsnau. On l evmral cccarionr, notably during 

the sixth inapoctioo alrrion, Iraq violated the provisions concerning the 

privils9es and irrmunities of the inspectors. 

The violetion of Iraq’s safeguards agreement has shown tha urgent need 

for taking measurea to strengthen the Agency’s safeguarda system. The work 

undertaken by the Agency in QnQlyain9 and developing concrete steps for 

improving the system Qra to be conunended. The Twelve have proposed to the 

thirty-fifth General Conference as Q firat step, and as a matter of priority, 

that it take a set of relatively straightforward mOQSUreS thQt could be 

implemented immediately. These measures should include: (1) an obligation 

for States to declare any new facilities to the Agency at least 180 days 

before construction work begins: (2) an obligation to declare civilian nuclear 

materials, including uranium ore concentrate - yellow cake - produced in the 

territory of a Stbte; (3) effect ive use by the Agency of special inspections, 

including the use of such inspections in relation to undeclared nuclear 

fbcilities; (4) establishment by the IAEA of a universal register of exports 

and imports of sensitive nuclear equipment: (5) at the discretion of the 

Agency. verification that (a) such equipment is actually located !n a 

safeguarded facility and that (b) all nucleQr materials processed in that 

facility are effectively safeguarded: and (6) an obligation to notify the 

Board of Governors of any application for exemption under the terms of 

articles 36 and 37 of INPCIRC/153, before accepting such an appl icat.ion. 
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(tlK, Ya.u.&olnth, .~vthorloPQa) 

We look foruard to further l xmination of this trsue end hope that n 

number of concluIBive deciaiOn8 can he taken moon. 

We also want to mention briefly the affects t.hat t ha emerqence of Strrtes 

in Central and Eastern Europe will have on the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The 

Twelve trust Chat emerging States rlll fully abide by the internat ional 

obligatlone deriving from the former parents1 Stats-structures, in A way that. 

will maintain or oven enhance the intornetional norm against the proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. 

We recognite the Agency’s vital contribution to making the bsnefita of 

nuclear technology available to all regions of the world. The European 

Cormnunity and its member States support the Agency’s efforts in this 

direction, particularly in bringing technical expertise to bear on safety 

problems. In an ever-growing number of countries, nuclear technology has 

become an important element in economic development. The IAEA programme for 

scientific and t.echnical cooperation is an important dimension of the Agency. 

We have always attributed a high priority to these activities and the 

importance we attach to tilem is amply reflected by the steady increase of 

resources over the past 10 years. I would like to emphatiize, with reference 

to my earlier remarks on safeguards, that improvement of the safeguards sjrsteii: 

would facilitate more enhauced forms of assistance and cooperation. 

The choice of nuclear energy is an important element in the energy 

strategy of several Member States. At the same time, Governments and public 

opinion worldwide have become more and more auare of how energy prodiction 

affects health. safety and the environment. The statement made a few moments 

ago by the Minister for Poreiyn Affair:; of Helarus was also very relevant UIi 

tt:i 9 paiot . Governments are faced with the difficult task of recoucilinq 
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environmental chal lengss, socur it-y of supply and economic compat it 1 v(rncrns. I I1 

t.hIx respect, the Twelve take nota of the outcome of the Helsinki Symposium on 

Elect r lcity and the Environment. 

Given the challenges It has faced this past year, it is appropr late that 

the Aqency is now engaged in the process of preparing a mediun--t@rm plan. The 

main difficulty in preparing such a plan will be the establishment of 

priorities among tho competing interests of Member States. The sXRC?lJt iv0 

sununary of the draft plan prepared by the Aiqency has gone a long way in that~ 

direction. The European Community and its member States support. t-he main 

thrust of the summary, although a thorough exchange of views betveen member 

States will be needed before the medium-term plan can be adopted. 

Let me conclude by stating the firm wish of the Europoan Community and 

its member States that the close cooperation which exists at present between 

them and the Agency should continue to develop successfully. 

&,W (Pakistan): I shall begin by conveyinq, on behalf of t-he 

Pakistan delegation, our sincere felicitations to Mr. Hans Blix, the Director 

General of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), for his lucid and 

important statement on the activities of the Agency for 1990. We commend 

Mr. Blix and his colleagues for t.heir exemplary dedication and commitment. to 

tha work of the Agency and to its objectives and responsibilities. Pakistan 

has always attached utmost importance to the work and the aims of the IAEA, 

and particularly to the assistance provided by the Agency to Member States, 

inciuding Pakistan, in the peaceful uses of nuclear- t-echnoloqy. This has made 

an invaluable contribution to our developmental efforts. 

Most developiny countries suffer from an acute encrqy crisis and need to 

harness al 1 eneryy resources, both in ccJilV63rl!. i c;vii* 1 anti riuc lenr erreryy, i II 



arUe? ta overcome their crippling enerqy shortages and to e!wape from poverty 

ana landetdei?eloplsrrt. The ae~ietanca provfded to the developing countries by 

the Aqewy in wssssinq the role of nuclear power in their national enerqy 

plasm has been caawmdable. The JLntroduction of nuclear techniquea in the 

fields of food and aqriculture. medicine and physical aeiances has made an 

atrendy useful contribution to their efforts to attain aocio-economic 

development. 
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Pakistan greatly appreciates the continuing efforts of IAEA to help 

strengthen the infrastructure for the planning, establishment and safe 

operation of nuclear-power projects in the developing countries through 

intraregional and international training courses and technical cooperation 

projects. 

The Agency’s efforts in promoting nuclear safety world-wide are 

cosmnendable. The Agency provides a forum for the internationaP exchange of 

ideas on safety issues and many other diverse areas related to nuclear 

energy. The nuclear-safety colloguium held every year since 1985 during the 

General Conference provides a rare opportunity to review and exchange ideas on 

current safety issues and future programmes. Pakistan recommends '&at this 

event, which has proved its usefulness, should be continued on a regular baais. 

Similarly, the Operational Safety Review Team (OSA%T) programme, which 

was initiatad by the Agency in 1983 to assist national authorities regularly 

in tbe review of operating nuclear power plants. has proved to offer a unique 

opportunity for everyone to benefit from the expertise and experience of 

others. 

The Agency is playing au increasingly important role in 

nuclear-Power-plant safety through the expansion of its nuclear-safety 

programme. The activities in this area have been greatly influenced by the 

Lhernobyl incident. The Radiation Protection Advisory Team (%APAT) programme 

of the Agency, which is designed to promote adeguate radiation-protection 

practices, vould prove beneficial not only for regulatory bodies but also for 

radiation-management groups and plant workers. 

The Incident Reporting System (IAKA-IRS), which is designed to derive 

benefit from the experience of others through the feedback of information, is 
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expected to enhance safety and rollability. The syatenatlc reporting and 

evaluation of rafety-related eventr may prove to be helpful in the 

identification of deeJgn nudlficatlons and the development of improved 

operational procedures. Ever since ita inception, Pakistan ha8 been actively 

participating in this programs. 

Pakistan is greatly apyrscistive of the efforts being made by the hgenLf 

to extend the Assessment of Safety Significant Kventr Team8 Service8 to ell 

member States. In our view, these missions would definitely contribute to the 

improvement of the operational safety of nuclear power plants. 

We welcome the Agency’s initiatives in the field of safety and 

radiological protection. Pakistan has already accsded to two safety 

convent ion0, namely the Convention on Early NotiEication of a Nuclear hccideot 

and the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or 

Radiological Emergency. 

Pakistan has actively sought to Promote an internstional agreensnt 

prohibiting attacks against all nuclear facilities. Pakistan has concluded an 

agreement with India not to attack each other’s nuclear facilities. We 

believe that such agreements would enhance nuclear safety. However, the 

growing tendency to use nuclear safety issues for restricting cooperation in 

the peaceful uses of nuclear technology is regrettable and should be avoided. 

Pakistan has always adhered to and will continue to lend its fullest 

support to the Agency safeguards. Pakistan has time aud again reaffirmed at 

the highest level its commitment to nuclear non-proliferation and to the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energ>. In an effort to keep the world free from the 

scoul ge of nuclear weapr~ns, Pakistan has hcen calling for the prohibition of 
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nuclear testing. Pakistan has in addition made several proposals to India to 

keep our own region free of nuclear ueapons. 

Our proposal for the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South 

Asia has been repeatedly endorsed by t&e General Assembly since 1914. As 

recently as 6 June 1991, the Prime Minister of Pakistan made an important 

proposal designed to keep South Asia free from nuclear veapons. The Prime 

Minister's proposal calls for consultations by the United States, the Soviet 

Union and China with India and Pakistan to ensure nuclear non-proliferation in 

South Asia. 

We are encouraged by the positive response to the Prime Minister's 

proposal by many countries and hope that India vi11 also respond positively. 

This proposal genuinely reflects our desire to ensure that nuclear veapons do 

not enter our region and undermine our peace and security. 

We believe that a proper balance should be maintained between the funds 

allocated for technical assistance and those provided for safeguards. Ihe 

amounts allocated for technical assistance do not correspond to the urgent 

need of the developing countries for the expansion of their nuclear-energy 

programmes. This trend has to be arrested and a higher percentage of the 

budget provided for technical assistance. Moreover, as in the case of nuclear 

safeguards, the technical assistance activities of IAEA should also be 

financed through predictable and assured sources of funding. 

I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate Pakistan's total 

conrmitment to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. It is our earnest and 

sincere hope that the Agency. in keeping with its charter and mandate, will 

assign top priority to the development of nuclear energy for peaceful 

purposes. This has become all the more important, as developing countries are 
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confronted with Incrramlrq cmrlmtancs from snma States in their efforts t.o 

obtain tochaology for the dmvalopmmnt and advancmw+mnt of their 

pmacmful-nuclear-mnmrqy programem. 

Tbo Gmnmral Assembly, in resolution 32150, has categorically Rfflrmed 

that. 

“All Statem have the right. In accordance with the prlnciplss of 

sovormign equality, to develop their proqrarmwa for t~he peaceful usas of 

nuclear tmchnoloqy, for economic and social development, in conformity 

with their priorities. interests and needs”. (~~uj;~p~~_-~/.>Q, 

pnrs.)) 

The rerolution alao clearly states that 

“Al 1 States, without discrimination, should have accent to and should be 

Irea to acquire nuclear technology. equipment and materials for the 

peaceful u8e of nuclear energy”. ( LaselYlipe3~EE_a_ 1. lr; 1) 

Pakistan believes that all States Members of the United Nations should abide 

by these principles in order to check and reverse the negative trends impeding 

cooperation In the field of the peaceful use of nuclear energy. 

In recent years, nuclear-reactor accidents have underlined the essential 

need for the proper maintenance and repair of nuclear reactors. Yet in 

certain cases, essential spare parts are not being provided for reactors even 

when they are under Agency safeguards. This situation is totally unjustified 

and requires urgent redress. We call upon the supplier States to provide full 

rnaintenancm coverage for the reactors provided by them. 

Finally, Pakistan is pleased to join in support of the draft reoolutior 

(A/46/L.l0) on the report of the International Atomic Energy Agency. 
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&,WHMKUdd&& (Austrin) t tlrst 1 ehould llko to express 

Auntria’a approciatioa of tha work of the Director General of the 

International Atomic Inorgy Agency (IAEA) and the whole Gecretsriat during a 

particularly difficult year. The exemplary nannor in which Director General 

Hane 811% is conducting the work merlte our gratitude and respect. The Agency 

which ie more than ever the focus of world-wide interest will continue to need 

our support in carrying out ito inportaat tsrks. 

In my statement today I shall concentrate on two main issues: improving 

the safeguarda regime; and providing a safety system. 

The nuclear safeguards regime is recognirsd more and more widely a8 an 

essential feature of a atable and poacsful world order. After the relevant 

declarations of France and China in the course of the past year an important 

expectation of the original Parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty is about 

to be realised. The basis of the Non-Proliferation Treaty is being widened 

and the syatem based on it will be strenqthened. 

We also welcome the decision of Arqentina and Brazil to establish an 

international safeguards system on the basis of a bilateral treaty and to sign 

an agreement. with the IAJZA for its implementation. 

A furthor important development ia the accession of South Africa to the 

NonProliferation Treaty followed by the signing of a safeguards agreement 

with the IAEA. This agreement has already come into force. 

The Non-Proliferation Treaty regime needs a aafeguards system to be 

credible and we appeal to Non-Proliferation Treaty members which have not yet 

dOtI9 so to conclude safeguards agreements as they are obliged to dc. 
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we erpreas our hops that the Democratic Paopl~‘cr Republic of Korea will 

rign and implement its agreement with the IAEA in the near fuiure IBD a 

follow up consistent with the steps it has already taken. 

we almu sppeol t-o all States that are not. yet members of the 

non-proliferation regime to assist in the globa). sffort to curb the danger of 

the spread of nuclear vsapons by joining. 

The fsilure of Iraq to comply with its obligations under its safeguards 

8qroenuJnt with the IAEA we5 a Violation of international law and a breech of 

international confidence. It ha5 also given rise to criticism regardiny the 

efficiency of the existing safeguards system. Constructive criticism is 

always welcome but it would be a mistake - although logical - to think that. 

the inadequacy of a safequards system implies that international safeguards 

systems cannot work. As the events o* the past year have demonstrated the 

international cormnuoity seeds improved systems to ensure that international 

obligations are fulfilled. 

we wish to express our appreciation to the Director General and hi5 staff 

for the excellent work they have done in implementing the tasks entrusted to 

them by the Security Council of the United Nations. 

Let me now come to the important development during the last year in the 

field of nuclear safety. The members of the IAl% are aware that Austria, by 

national legislation based on a referendum. has forgone the option of using 

nuclear fission energy for the purpose of electricity production. The 

Austrian Government would like this national decision and the reasons that led 

to it to be studied and OUT example followed by other States, especially by 

our neighbours. Both in bilateral discussions and in multilateral forums this 

Austr ian posit ion has been mr7de perfectly clear. 
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But we are aware that with rslrpsct to this yusstion the international 

community is a pluralistic society. III this sttuation It is logical for any 

country, whether or not it has nuclear power plants, to be interested in 

ensuring that nuclear power plants are as safe an possible. 

The International Conference on the Safety of Nuclear Power, held in 

Vienna at the beginning of September 1991, laid down a good foundation an 

which the competent organs of the IAEA can begin to build a aound structure. 

Its architecture will have to be designed in close cooparation between membor 

St.atea antI the Secretariat, between policy makers and experts. We hope that 

an international nuclear-safety convention will be the :lutcome of this effort. 

We are convinced that the tasks of the IAEA in the field of nuclear 

safety will grow, and I wish to refer particularly to those tasks ariainq from 

the problems created by technically obsolete and aqeing power reactors. 

Technical aszlistance and cooperation is another important element of the 

Agency’s programme. The predominant portion of requests from member States 

relates to non-power applications of nuclear technologies, notably in the 

field of public health, agriculture and mining. 

Briefly outlined, the activities of the IAEA span from the NPT regime to 

insect. and pest control, but- they have a common aim: the uenefit of mankind. 

YxaMRQZheWICZ (Poland) : The enlightening statement by 

Dr. Hans Blix on the activities of the International Atomic Ener-gy Agency 

(IAEA) in 1990 provides us with a suitable opportunity to commend the 

indispensable role played by the IAEA in promoting international cooperation 

in the f.eld of the peaceful and safe uses of nuclear energy and preventing 

the pro iteration of nuclear weapons. 
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Polsnd w*lcomos recent paltlV* d*u t 1optnent.n In the field c)f 

non-prolIfarat.ion, nuch aa the declnrstionr by Irance snd Chlna on t hair 

accearion to t.he Treaty on the loa-Proliferation of luclesr Ueaponm (WFT). It 

is d!fficult to overertimste the 6Ignlficanco of ruch accenmlon for the future 

of the non-.proliforation regime. It ia also uith mstimfsctlon that my country 

notes the adherence to the RF’? of the Republic of South Africa. It meana t-hat 

A first stone for the Loundatioa of a nuclear-free sone in Africa hen been 

laid down. We also hope that the standard MP?-type aqreemerrt~ between t.he IAEA 

and the Democratic People’s Republic of Ktprea will soon enter into force. 

Those are heartening eVOnt0.~ 

At the same time, as the Gulf crisis has rhown, continuing l ffortm are 

needed to strengthen the non-proliferation regime. The principle of 

full-scope safeguards should be adopted by all nuclear exporters an a 

precondition for 611 transfers of nuclear materials. equipment and technology 

to other cowxtriea. 

Xn this connection my country supports the idea of special inspection 

under the NPT safeguards agreements. We may expect the inspectors to have 

full access to relevant information and to any location, uitbout the right of 

refusal. 

Another important issl a that deserves our attention is the IAEA’s 

strategy for the future in nuclear safety. At the beginping of September this 

year the International Conference on the Safety of Nuclear power r*aa concluded 

.-- ._-.-.__- 

l The President returned to the Chair. 
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in Vienna. This Conference helped to agree on the agenda for mclear safety 

work ia the next decade. Uy delegation expresaea the confidence 

that,accor&ing to the Conference’s decision , a suitable group of experts will 

be set up to establish safety criteria for the design ad use of future 

reactors. But the mo8t 8ignificent result of the Conference is the idea of 

working out a framework convention on nuclear safety to easute the ComitSent 

of the parties to the strengthening of nuclefr safety at every stage, 

including the safe disposal of nuclear waste. 

Technology transfer is also an indiagensable eleaent of the peaceful and 

safe development of nuclear energy. Poland is of the view that 110 member 

State should be denied the Agency's technological basistence provided that it 

is delivered in compliance with the IABA statute. 
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It saamn approprlata to mtrasr t.hat the Issua of tachnoloqy transfer should 

incorporate necessary assistance to countries that arc) considering comnittinq 

themselves t.o nuclear paver. It is t.hereforo necamaary to develop machanismo 

fol sponsorinq nuclear power where it is economically and ecoloqically 

superior to other energy options. 

Ona of the many useful activities of the Agency is the search for a 

s(jlttt.ion to the problem of transboundary consoquancas of major nuclear 

accidents under the aspect of international liability. Poland welcomes t.hs 

proqr-ess made in the Standing Committee on iability for Nuclear Damage 

towards the establishment of a new comprehensive and universal regime in this 

area. Such a regime might be established through an extensive revision of the 

relevant Vienna Convention. Poland believea that ongoing work to establish a 

new regime of international liability for nuclear damage ia indeed one of the 

most important nativities of the Agency. 

Poland’s commitment to cooporatioo with the International Atomic Energy 

Agency, motivated by lofty considerations of international peace and security, 

devclopmcnt weds and safety requirements, is a profound ona. My country 

hiqnly aypreciat,.es the Agency’s activity with reqard to preventing 

proliferation of nuclear weapons, the nuclear power industry and other areas 

such as food preservztion, medicine and environmantal protection. 

Our appreciat ion of the Agency’s activities and recognition of its 

central role in internationel cooperation on peaceful uses of nuclear energy 

will find due ref Lection in our support for the draft resOlut ion before us. 

Mr, SARDENREPG (Brazil): As Brazil has the double privilege of 

teirkq h nrembo: of the Hoard of Governors of the Internnt.ional Atomic ~neryy 
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Irgoncy (IAIIA) end of having had a Iramlllan ropreroatatlvo, Mr. Joa/ Luir de 

Bantaaa Carvr’ho, prealdo over the thirty-fifth General Confarence of that 

orpanlsatloa, it le with particular pleasure that I l mpremn my deleqation’r 

appreciation for the report that hair been rubmltted by the @ency to the 

General Aemembly, Moreover, a word of retxqnltioa must 90 to Mr. Hen8 8111, 

Director General of the IMA, for hia mklll and dedication in the performance 

of him mandate. 

Let ma start by stressllng the importance the Government of Brasil 

attacher to the work of the A9ency in all its fields. Based on its threefold 

vocation - namely, the promotion and overseeing of international cooperation 

in the peaceful use r~f nuclear energy, the provision of services in the area 

of nuclear rrsfety and radiological protection and the advancement of a 

safeguards verification system -.. the Agency’s history speaks of valuable 

achievements in its efforts to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of 

atomic energy to peace, health and prozpertiy throuyhout the world, aa defined 

in its statute. 

Brazil beiievea that the Ayency’s capability of further advancing its 

objectives lLes, to a great extent, in ita ability to strike and maintain the 

necessary and appropriate balance among the various spheres of ita work. 

On many occasiona, Brazil, like many other countries, has profited from 

the Aqency’s experience and competence. Last year, an IAEA mission was sent 

to assist the Government of Brazil on the problem of waste disposal resultirg 

from the radiological emergency that occurred in Gofbia in X987. This 

assistance proved to be a contribution of particular importance in our efforts 

to find a auitable and definitive solution to such a serious matter. 
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LikOUtee. t.hroughout the yearn, Rramll ham galaed much from IAKA 

technical cooparation in the field of the paaceful unee of nuclear energy. 

More recently. we hsve also pursued a more active role in shsrlng otir 

experience with other countries, notably in Latin -rice, through the 

Technical Cooperation Progrnmne and the Regional Cooperative Arrangementa for 

the Promotion of Nlrrlear Science and Technology in Latin America (ARCAL). both 

highly conuwndable and successful initiatives. 

In November 1990 at the border city of Yor do Iyuasu, President 

Pernantfo Collor of Brazil and President Carlos Henem of Argentina signed a 

landmark document., the Declaration of Conrnon Nuclear Policy, in which both 

countries reaffirmed their commitment to the exclusively peaceful purposes of 

their nuclear energy programmes. In addi t-ion, as the representative of 

Aryent ina has mentioned, the Declaration provided for the adoption of three 

additional and consecutive steps to be taken in that regard: the 

eatabl i shment. of a Common System for Accounting and Control of Nuclear 

Material5 (SCCC), which applies to all nuclear activities in the two 

countries; the neqotintion with the Ayency of a comprehensive Joint Safeguards 

Agreement., based on and cover-ing the same ground as the SCCC; and the adoption 

of measures conducive to the full entry into force of the Treaty of 

Tlatelolco, including the improvement and updating of some of its clauses. 

With a viev to taking the fir7t of those steps, Brazil and Argentina 

signed on 18 July 1991, at. the Mexican city of Guadalajara, a bilateral 

agreement on the use of nuclear energy exclusively for peaceful purposes, 

which provides for the creation OC the Brazilian-Argentine Agency for 

hf:f:cJUClt i r:cJ and fIor>!.rfJl Of HUCleitI Miltf!tiaIS. 
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Am rtstod by Pre#ldoat Collor at the alpain cororony; 

“The agrooment 90om far beyond the l phoro of hIlateral rolstiono (betwee,~ 

Argentine and Bramil]. lot Itm dlmemion and rignificanco tha agreement 

ban a life of itm own: it tranxlstes and give@ rubetance to our 

commitment to use nuclear energy sxclu~ively for peaceful purposes and it 

provider for tranrparant procedursx through which that coaitment will be 

mado clear to the international conunuaity.” 

Uoreover, ex an exprexalon of their determination to expedite the 

implementation of the initialive, Braril and Argentina took the decision to 

engage inmediately on the second phase stipulated by the ?ox do Iguasu 

Declaration. Hence, both countries entered into negotiation8 with the Agency, 

and I ~IIQ pleased to report that the sixth negotiating meeting between 

Argentina, Braxil and the Agency is xcheduled to start today in Rio de 

Janeiro. We look forward to en early concluaioo and signing of a safeguards 

agreement. 

In Brazil we are convinced that qrowing mutual confidence and increaxed 

scientific ond technological interchange in the field of promoting the 

peaceful unex of nuclear energy may contribute to the never-ending endeavour 

of fostering huinan well-being. Needleas to aay, the International Atomic 

energy Agency has a pivotal role to play in this regard, and Brazil standa 

ready to do its share. 
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c(L_&)~-zJ&9fig (China) (interpretation from Chinoae): Wo have 

listened carefully to the statement made by Mr. Hana Dlix, Director General of 

the Internet lonal At.omic tnergy Agmncy ( IAEA), introducing the 1990 annual 

report of t.he Agency. Over the past year, IAEA ham carried out many important 

activities and achieved many positive results. It haa alno played it.8 due 

role in implementing Security Council resolution 687 (1991) and the subsequent 

resolution 707 ( 1991). We highly praise what. the Aqeucy ham done over the 

past year. We should also lilre to erprens our appraciation for the 

contribution made by Mr. Blix. 

China has always closely followed the work of IAEA ,lnd attached 

importance to developing relations with the Agency. In the yast year China 

has actively supported and participated in the work of the TechnIcal Committee 

on design requirements of advanced water reactors and on uranium provinces in 

the Jksia--Pacif ic region. China has hosted and financed six regional training 

courses and Technical Committee meetings. We continue to use our nuclear 

facilities and research bases to train scientists and technicians from the 

developing countries, particularly the Asia-Pacific countries. It has also 

sent experts in different fields to other developing countries to provide 

technical services. In carrying out technical assistance and cooperative 

project-s, China has been actively exploring ways and means to raise the 

implementation rate and has enhanced project evaluation and management. 

Nuclear safety and radiation protection are important aspects of our 

cooperation with the Agency. We believe that, as measures for international 

cooperation in nuclear safety and radiation protection continur to strengthen, 

the cooperat.ive relationship between China and the Agency in nuclear safety 

vi11 expand further. China’s volunt.ary submission of some of its civilian 
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nuclear facllltios to the &geacy’8 8afaguarcls Ia an Indication of the 

full-flodyed development of Itm rolatlonm with the A9ency. We rupport the 

A9sncy’m efforts to raise thm effoctivenerr of safagusrds. 

Promoting the pea:wful us00 of nuclear energy a8 well am enlrrrgln9 

nuclear energy’s contc lbution to mankind ir one of the two objectives of thw 

A9ency’m activities not forth in the IAEA Statute. The peaceful UIIO of 

nuclear energy lm a lspitimats and just ight and in the lnterent of all 

countries. Since the 1980s many developing countries have begun to engage in 

the development and utilfxation of nuclear energy and to call for 

international cooperation in this field. This is fully justified and 

reasonabls. Wore extensive and in-depth international exchanges and 

cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy will, without any doubt, 

contribute to the development of peaceful uses of atomic energy in these 

countries. Howe vb r , the current state of international cooperation is far 

from satisfactory, and many difficulties and problems still exist. 

We consider it necessary, in carrying out international cooperation in 

the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, for countries concerned t0 adopt 

appropriate measures to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons, 

including nuclear explosive devices. These are the prerequisi* es of nuclear 

cooperation. However, this should not hamper or restrict international 

cooperation in the peaceful uses a,C nuclear energy, thereby compromising the 

legitimate rights and interests of countries, particularly the developing 

countries, to the peaceful use of nuclear energy. 

The Chinese Government has always followed a positive, prudent and 

responsible policy with regard to international cooperation in the peaceful 

use of nuclear eneryy. China adheres to three basic principles in its nuclear 
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oxport. Ihas. eraI its l ~clusIva us0 for peaceful purposro, sccoptance of 

the IAEA rafeguarc¶r, and non-tranmfor to third countrior wlthout China’s prior 

consent. 

Chins ham all along stood for the conplot* prohibition and thorough 

destruction of nucloer voapons. It door not advocate. sncourago or engage in 

the prolifmrstfon of nuclear ueepon8, nor does It assIat other countrlss In 

doveloping nuclear weaponm. The nuclear non-prollfsration treaty is one of 

the most unlvrrsal International troatier ia the field of 8rmI control and 

disarmarunt. The Treaty has playrd an important role in preventing nuclear 

proliferation and therefore is conducive to the maintenance of world peace and 

atability. Taken am a whole, the non-proliferation Treaty is of positive 

significance. We support the three major objectlvea of the Treaty - that is 

to Bay, preventing nuclear prolifrration, promoting nuclear disarmament, and 

facllitatiag international cooperation in the peaceful ude of nuclear energy. 

Last year the Chinese Government sent its observer to the Pourth Review 

Confererce of the non-proliferation Treaty. In August this year China 

declaracl its decision in principle to accede to the nuclear non-proliferation 

Treaty. China will, an always, actively engage in international cooperation 

in the promotion and development of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 

Looking to the future, the Agency faces opportunities and challenges. We 

are confident that aa long arr all parties strictly abide by the statute and 

adhere to the principles of mutual respect for sovereignty and consultation on 

an agual footing, the International Atomic Energy Agency will, with the active 

participation of all its member States, fulfil the onerous tasks entrusted to 

it by our times and achieve the objectives aet out in ita statute. China is 

ready. together with other member States, to continue to make its due 
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contribution to the thriving and ever-expanding came of the peaceful uxex of 

nuclear energy In the world. 

The Chinere delegation aupportm draft rerolution A/46/L.I0. 

ml-phl;zll& (United Staton of America): On behalf of the United 

States, my delegation wiehes to sxpreer itr rtrong support for the draft 

resolution before the Censrsl Assembly today regarding the 1990 annual report 

submitted by the International Atomic ISnergy Agency (IAEA). 

As my Government has often stated, IAEA is an organisation of critical 

importance to the international community. including the United States. Aa 

demonstrated in its report to the General Assembly, the Agency coiltinue8 to 

play a vital role in promoting the peaceful UIIOS of nuclear energy and in 

foatering international peace and security. 

We should else like to commend Director General Hans Blix and the IAEA 

secretariat for the diligence and commitment they have domonatrated in 

carrying out the Aqency’s statutory responsibilities, moat recently in regard 

to the implementation of the Security Council resolutions dealing with Iraq. 

These are the qualities which have contributed so significantly to the 

Agency’s success. 
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Thr decsdo of thm 1990m beqao with rapid and broathtmkinq chanqo. It 1s 

fror thir hirtorical backdrop - froa the fall of the Derlin wall, the collspse 

of rho iron curtain acroma tamtora and Contra1 turopo and the failure of the 

Augurt coup l ttempt in the Soviet Union, to efforta to dimrantlo apartheid in 

[iouth Africa and the concmrtod l ffortr of thm world c-unity to block Iraqi 

acJgrmr8ion - that the United Hationm and the l ntiro Unit& Nations syotem, 

includinq IAEA, have had to rmdafino tha #aninq of intmrnationsl cooperation 

and consider anmw ths boat way to bring it about. 

Amidrt all them. changer, IAEA har maintained a solid record of 

achiovoment in ltr vital role of fortoring international peace and security, 

by promoting the ume of nuclmar energy for peaceful purpo8e8 through the 

application of international rafeguarda and the facilitation of technical 

cooperation. Throughout the yeara, IAEA ha8 consirtently nerved the interests 

of ita membera and the world cornunity in a variety of waya. 

The Coundation of intsrnational cooperation in the pecrceful umes of 

nuclear energy rerts with IAEA’s . ctenrive, effective and unique system of 

safeguards. which provide as8urancel that tranrfers of nuclear technology and 

iaforlnation will not be diverted for military purpose8 and thereby undermine 

international peace and stabil.ity. In the absence of the IAEA’s safeguards 

~ylteln, suspicion rather than trust would probably characterise international 

nuclear trade. This, in turn, would likely lead to a clinata of tenaion 

rather than cooperation among States and place 8evere constrainta on 

international nuclear cooperation and trade. 

Aa a result of the Gulf war, IAEA was called upon to aasiat in the 

implementation of United Nations Security Council resolution 6d7 (1991), to 
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inspsct, seguester and destroy Iragi nuclear-weapos-related capabilities. 

matwials and equipment. IA.Wb bs responded resourcefully and effectively to 

the challenges fnvolved in fulfilling such a task. Despite frustrating and 

somet.im%s even hssardous conditions, Agency inspectors have shown courage and 

eorerai&~k in refusing to be dfverted from tkeir goal. The csse of Irag ha6 

given new imp&us to international efforts to strengthen and expand the 

Agency's safeguards system to ensure adherence to non-proliferation 

cdtYnents, especially in fulfilling obligations under the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Buclear Weapons. 

At the same time as fraq was challenging ths global norm against 

nuclear-weapon proliferation. other nations took concrete steps to preserve 

it. The United States has welcomed the accession of Tanlania, Zsmbia, 

Zisdsbve and South Africa to the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty, as veil as 

the comitzaents of France and the People*s Republic of china to accede to the 

Treaty. Ue also look foruard to the early conclusion of comprehensive 

safeguards agreements with Argentina and Brazil. We welcome the fact that a 

safeguards agreestent with the Demxratic People's Republic of Korea has bees 

approved by the IAEA Board of Governors. However, that country has yet to 

carry out its obligations to sign and ratify the agreement and bring it into 

force, as regaired by it6 obligation6 under the non-proliferation Treaty. 

The Agency provides technical assistance tailored to the specific needs 

of its member Statea, wbetber the ultimate goal is energy production. 

improvesnnt of f00a and agricultural productivity or improvement of medical 

tacbniques . Assistance is geared towards helping member States achieve 

self-reliance in nuclear science and technology. 
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Thr 1990 IMA annual report makes cl.ar the l xtmnt of the Aqency’s 

activities which benofit the dovolopiryr world. IABA has aaairrted countrioa in 

all aspecta of nucloar-povar planning and dsvslopwat, from the exploration 

and miainq of uranium resourceI) to the production of nuclear reactor 

nataric4lm, to the safe disposal of nuclea:~ ramtes. 

Ymt, 81 l %tanrive am the Aqency’a nuclear-powor proqraJmw ir, requerts 

for aamimtance in the non-nuclear-power technolrbqiom reprereat over 

70 par cant of all IAEA requests for technical cooperstion. For example. in 

agriculture, the XAKA implements a variety of proqratnnes to improve crop and 

animal production. It ham also asainted countries in developing food 

irradiation facilitior to protact and preserve scarce food reuourcen. In 

medicine, IABA continues to work with member States to identify better methods 

for diaqnorinq and treatinq cancer, a8 part of its overall proqrarmne devoted 

to radiotherapy and domiwtry. 

Clearly it is impossible in this forum to detail IABA’s many technical 

cooperation initiatives. Suffice it to say that tho IAEA’n vork touches in a 

very positive way the livss of many across the globe. It is also important to 

note, of course, that grant aid for technical cooperation grew by about 

6 per cent from 1989 to 1990 - iqnorinq accounting distortions caused by 

dsvalustionr of non-convertible currencies - while the iequler budget 

continued to show no real qrovth. This is due to steady increases over the 

past few years in the voluntary contributions which supply the grants for 

technical assistance. 

In reflectiny upon the Aqency’s accomplishments in nuclear safety and 

radiological protection. we note with particular interest the project for 

inturuational assistance in asse.ssing the safety of older nuclear reactors, 
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which focuses on the Soviet-deni9n.d WRR-440/230 reactora. Thlr project will 

provide an Important contribution to intornatlanal efforts to improve the 

operating safety of the80 rcactorn. 

Dbrfnq 1990 IMA rpooaorsd the International Chernobyl project. The 

project wan initiated at ths request af tbo USSR, to conduct an assessment of 

the current state of the health and rovironmentel offectr of the Chernobyl 

accident in the three affected Republic6 and to evaluate the protective 

meaaurea taken. Pact--finding missions visited the affected area8 and prepared 

preliminary reports under the auspIcss of an international advisory 

conmnittse. We believe the conclusiona and reconrnendationu of t.r.is asseslmr)nt 

provide a very usefu? contrib,ltion to internationa; efforts to understand 

these effects. We look forward to a careful international review of the full 

report. which has just been published. 

The adoption by last year’s General Conference of the code of prqciir:e 011 

transboundary movements of radioactive waste marked the completion c,f several 

years of intensive discussion of these issues. we eagerly await the 

widespread adoption of the code, followed by an ongoing evaluation of .it,# 

e,f fectivensss. 

Additionally, the hgency welcomed the convening of the Internatj.Jm.l 

Conference on Nuclear Power in September of X991 to provide an opportun~~ty ‘0~ 

the international community to define the nuclear sa:ety agenda for the neut 

clecaCe. The Conference reaffirmed the vital nessasity of continuing to 

promote the highest level of nuclear safety world wide and of strengthening 

international cooperation in nuclear safety and radiological protection. He 



support for t&s work of IAEA. 
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l#t. 1 J& (Iraq) (intorpratatlon Ira Arabbclr The chlegatlon of 

Ir&q vlmhom to rafor to momm immuor pertaining to the repart prewated by 

Dr. Blix, the Director Conoral al the Xotornational Atomic ltnorqy hqency 

(IAEA), an wall nm the obwrvationm of other delegatioar. with a vim to 

putting the fact8 in a propmr, objoctiva cuntoxt. 

lirlt, Xraq hsr fully mad daflnitively rovoalod all a#poctr of itr 

nuclear progrsnu. All iaformation, docwwntm and l quipnrnt roletin to that 

progra~mae have bmon delivormd to the iarpmction teams. 

Secondly, Iraq has cooperated fully with the inrpoctioo Loama. It her 

facilitated their entry to all aiter to which they requested entry. Iraq 

maintained that the inspection team8 must point out vhich sitas they rirhed to 

visit, and raid that they could do l o without prior uotice. Indead, the 

leaders of the inspection toaam declared that thay had received the full 

cooperation of the Iraqi authoritier. 

Thirdly, the ao-called breach by Iraq Lf t.he safeguards agreement is no 

more than a purely technical matter uhich har been grossly exaggerated far 

beyond its real sirs ;nd exploited for well-known political purposes. 

Enrichment experimentation takes place in many laboratories in the world. 

This includes erperiaents on laser technology and centrifugal forcer, an in 

tta c~.seq of Japan, Canadd and Australia. Tne Acpncy is not informed of such 

experiments. This is a fact the )Lgency itself cannot deny. 

Pourthly, all radv+ss wa8ures under the safeg-lards agreement between the 

IAEA and Iraq have been carried out fully and meticulously. It aurt be stated 

hera that the inplsnentation of the safeguards agresmmnt should apply to all 

Staten according to one lingle crit.erion. I should like to mention just one 

example of the multiplicity of criteria aad of ths discrimination in the 
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treatimnt of Stat88. In 1981, tba Security Council uaaninrously adopted 

resolution 487 (1981). which requeatsd Israel to place all its ilrstallations 

under the safeguards regti. what ha8 happened with regard to the 

iaiplanmAtatfon of tbat resolution? I &tall tell the Aaaemblyz it was 

shelved, notimplemated. It say not have escaped anyone that no mention of 

these facts has been mede by the Director Geaeral of the Zigency this year, or 

in any previous year. Siailarly, tbe United State8 of AaDsrica and its allies 

have not spoken of this matter or referred to it - even remotely. I do bope 

that the representatives of the United Staten and of its allies have 

acquainted themselves with the report on page 1 of the pew York Timea of 

20 October I991 on tbe huge nuclear arsenal possessed by Israel. What 

credibility does the Agency now have? what is the credibility of the United 

States and ita allies, who claim to support the aon-proliferatio; Treaty? The 

United States and its allies barn provided Iarael with very large quantities 

of eguipment aud nuclear technology, witbout tbe Agency's knowledge. Thus, 

they bave enabled Inrael to develop nuclear weapons - indeed, to become the 

only State in the region that. possesses such ueapona today. Are Members 

prepared to condemn the United Statea aad its allies for tbia irresponsible 

behaviour? 

Pifthlp, all nuclear activities have ceased since the beginning of the 

war of aggression against Irag on 16 January 1991. Irag decided to abandon 

its nuclear progr- following its aeceptmce of Security Council resolution 

687 (19911. It baa carried out widespread destruction of its equipment, 

cwmponenta and iaatallations. aa well aa documents concerning tbe nuclear 

progr- in Iraq. Purthermre. all the cadres who were engaged in the 

nuclear programme have been moved over to the reconstruction of the 
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Inframtructurer of the country ubich have beon de8troyed by the war. Other8 

n-w pur8ue non-nuclear activltiel, a8 univmreity lecturera. l avIronnnta1 

reaesrcher8, npeciali8t8 in soil dasalination, and 80 torth. ?or thi8 roa8on, 

sny talk of an ongoing nuclsrr progrs in Iraq i8 iilu8Ory DOQ8eU86. luch 

sllegationr are being made uith the purpo8o of di8tOrtilrg the irug0 of Iraq 

and ju8tifyfng aggrerrion &gaiGUt the country. How could a nuclaar programna 

be maintained without any nuclear q aterialr, without lsboratorie8, without 

8quipment or anythi,ng else? The8a are claims that have no foundation In 

reality. 

Sirthly, the attomptr by some inspection tenms, clearly rupported by the 

Unitcd States end its allies - indeed, under the Direct Order8 of the United 

State8 .- to distort the facta, sraggerate and create problem8 are obviourly 

only a mean8 of perpetuating the ectivitiee of tho8e team8 in Iraq. These are 

dishonest attempts that have no relation with the implementation of Security 

Council resolutiooe. They are intended a8 false pretexts to justify 

continuing interference in the internal affairs of Iraq, to steal Iraqi 

technological information and hand over that information to Irsq’a eaemiex and 

the enemies of the Arab nation. All this is in direct contradiction of the 

TAD’s commitment regarding the confidentiality of informstiou. This ia a 

matter that aunt be dealt. with in depth, so that the world may be made auare 

of the direction in which this Agency is being steered. It i8 bein 

transformed gradually into an organ of technical and scientific espionage, 

through its activities as a body that monitors armaments. The statute 0’ the 

Agency has become a mere hirltorical document, unrelated to the Agency’s 



current activities. Bke Agency has contributed to the creation of pmtexta 

for hanperiag any rffort aimmd at lifting the aie$e that is causing famine io 

Iraq, and is being ,cuploited in achieving hahnme political objectives. This 

contradicts its real task which is to put atomic ezwisgy in the service OF man. 
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In conclusion, t.ho dolmqmtilon of Iraq wlshos to recall thst, over the 

past few yesrs, Iraq joined in the conseeaus adoption by the Goners1 Assembly 

of rmsolutioas rolaticq to the International Atoalc Energy Agency report, end 

point out that It. did so because it ~88 desirous to see concerteb offorts by 

the iatsraational c-unity to ensure the performance by the Agency of the 

tasks for uhich it was crented an8 to intensify its activities in the areas of 

technical assistance, nuclear safety end all offorts aimed et prowting 

confidence in the rolr of nuclear l nerqy in the service of mankind. This 

year, housvsr, we find that the sponsors of draft resolution A/46/1,.10 have 

inserted a new element for which we find no justification in operative 

paragraph 4 of that draft rerolution. therefore and in keepinq with the 

comneats I made at the beginair of my statement, it will be very difficult 

for the Iraqi dolsqation to accept such a paragraph in the draft resolution. 

t&J&&L& (Australia): The Australian delegation would like to 

express its appreciation to the Director General of the International Atomic 

Eneryy Agency (IAEA). Mr. Han8 Blir. for his detailed and comprehensive 

statement and for the report he has introduced on the operations of the IAEA. 

Aa n founding member of the Agency, Australia has long been a strong 

supporter of the IAEA, and as a Vice-Chairman of its L ,ard af Govsrnors we 

heartily endorse the efforts of the Agency to strengthen its safeguards ayntom 

and to improve the effectiveness of its nuclear safety and nuclear cooperation 

programnea. 

The Gulf uar underlined the dangers for international security when a 

State mseks to acquire capabilities in weapons of man destruction. It 

demonstrated the import&ma of efforts to 4iscourage proliferation. It shovocl 
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that the only long-torn meanm to eliminate these weapons Is through effective 

multilateral inrtltutiona of the rott ropreaanted by the nuclear 

non-pro1 ifernt-Ion Treaty (WT) and thr, Internat.ional Atomic Energy Agency. 

Howwe r , the dlscovrry of the extant of Irmq’a vIolalions of itr oblIgationa 

under ths RFT alto arnt e soberlng meaaa90 that the international community 

will have to make that ayrten even more effective. 

We need to see clearly the snormlty of Iraq’s unrepentant violation of 

its obligation in the context of the Treaty’s importance. The NPT and the 

IAEA’s safeguards system are vital for international security. WJ thout them 

the world could well be caught up :n a vicious cycle of suspicion and nuclsar 

armament. The NPT has been an extraordinarily successful nrms control treaty 

and confidence-building measure. It continuea to build up momentum toward8 

universal adherence. Australia applauds warmly the long-awaited decision by 

France, China and South Africa to join the Treaty, and the decisions, too, of 

Zambia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The accession to the Treaty of all five 

permanent members of the Security Council will be of the utmost importance in 

view of t.he political influence of the permanent five anO their role in 

nuclenr trade. He also welcome the statements of intent of the Ilkraine, 

Lithuania, Est-onia and Latvia t9 accede to the Troat.y. 

The finding of the Agency’s Board of Governor8 at an extraordinary 

aessit ;I that Iraq had breached its non-proliferation Treaty safeguards 

agreement. is the first aud only such case in the history of the Treaty. At 

last month’s IAEA General Conference in Vienna, Member St.ates overvhelmingly 

adoptad a reso; t.ion, of which kustralin was a sponsor, condemning Iraq and 
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demanding that it coqly inudimtoly with all of itc nuclear non-proliforatlon 

obl igatioar . Thm intoraational cornunity r*urt l lmo dater other Btater that 

night contnmplate developing a clandomtino nuclear progrm like Irw’m. The 

most mffectivo ray to do thim ia by rtrenqtheniag the nuclear 

non-yrolifaration roqiw and thm IAEA rafoguardm l ymtom on which the regime 

depandm. 

At the recent IMA General Conference in Vioona, Australia’s Minister for 

Koreign Affairs and Trade, Senator Gareth bans, proposed a sorio of concrete 

and practical stepa to strengthen the non-proliferation rqime. These 

included the strict adherence by members of the NPT to their rafegusrds 

obligntionat provision to the IAEA of information on new nuclear facilities at. 

the esrlisst possible timej universal reporting to the IAKA of nuclear 

material and equipment tranafsrs; unsquivocnl right of accaas by the IAEA to 

suspect aitea through greater use of provisions for special inspectionsJ 

tightened nuclear supply and export controlar and the adoption by all nuclear 

suppliers of full-scope safeguards 8~ a condition for new nuclear policy. In 

this regarl Australia is pleased that Prance. the United Kingdom, Belgium and 

Switzerland have now decided to adopt tha? stand.ard. 

X would like now to amplify a little on a couple of the steps proposed by 

Senator Evans. 

Pirnt., with respect to snfsguardn Australia is most concerned about the 

time it is taking to have NPT s~fegliarda applied in the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea. Nort,h Korea has operat.od for gnome time an unsafeguarded 

renc’tor and has, repot tedly, been building other nuclear facilities. It, ia 

the only non- nuclear- weapon St-ate in the histcry of the NPT to have psrsist.ed 
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in operating an unsafeguarded facility after accession t0 the Treaty. It has 

thus left open the question of whether it is pursuing a nuclear weapons 

programme. At its General Conference in September the IAEA &card of Governors 

adopted % resolution on the safeguards agreement between the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea and the Agency. In welcoming this agre*mant the 

Board of Governors looked forward to the early sigaatureer ratification aad 

full implementation of the agreement. Accordingly, Australia calls upon the 

Damacratic People's Republic of Korea to comply fully with this resolution 

without delay. 

In this regard, I must say that Australia remains concerned that in its 

recent statements the Democratic People's Republic of Korea continues to 

attach conditionality with regard to signature and implementation of ita NPT 

safeguards agreement with the Agency. This is completely unacceptable when 

set against the commitment it made when it freely acceded to the Treaty. Its 

attitude can only serve to reinforce suspicions other countries have of its 

intentions. 

In order to consolidate the non-proliferation regime, cleariy we must 

strengthen the Agency's safeguards system. IJon-nuclear-weapon States uhich 

operate unsafeguarded facilities inevitably generate suspicions about their 

nuclear intentions. The way is open to them to end that suspicion by 

accepting international legal obligations not to develop nuclear weapons. 

IAEA safeguards are an essential part of the framework of international 

security. They are of crucial importance for the prevention of nuclear 

proliferation and for trade and cooperation in the r?aceful uses of nuclear 

anergy. As a major supplier of uranium to the nuclear energy programmes of 
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many IMA unbar Ststom, AustrslIa har a pnrtlcular interort In the effective 

sppllcatioa of aafaquarda. 

Australia vaa vary pleased that the resolution on the at.rsnqtheninq uf 

aafequarcla that we introduced at the IAUA Goners1 Conferewe warn adopted by 

consen8ua. It provided JJ clear iadlcatioo of the importance plscod on this 

Iasus by IAtA member States. Auatralis looks forward to working ectivoly with 

other countries rind with thm IAEA sscrstarlat to implement the resolution 

prompt.ly. 
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(Mr, Morris. Australia) 

Tiae Director General has poin'red out that the case of Iraq shows tbhat 

Agency inspectors can uncover clandestine nuclear activities if three major 

conditions are fulfilled. These are that member countries provide 

intelligence information, that the Agency have an unequivocal right to inspect 

sites at short notice, and that the United Nations Security Council support 

such inspections. Australia agrees fully with these conditions. 

Australia would like to commend th.? Agency for its execution of the tasks 

entrusted to it by the Security Council under resolution 687 (1991). The 

Director General and his staff are to be commended for the professionalism 

that they have shown. The activities in respect of Iraq have been more 

demanding and arduous than any previous inspection task, and Australia has 

been pleased to contribute by providing expert personnel for the Agency‘s 

inspection teams. Operative paragraph 4 of draft resolution A/46/E.10, vhich 

Australia has submitted together with a broad range of other sponsors, 

reflects this satisfaction. 

Before concluding, I should also like to refer to Australia's support for 

the Agency’s technical cooperation programme. This constitutes fulfilment of 

our obligation under the non-proliferation Treaty to assist developing 

countries to benefit from the peaceful applications of nuclear science and 

technology. Over the past year, Australia has been host to and has funded two 

IAEA training courses. We have provided training for 30 IAEA fellovs in 

fields such as radiation protection and nuclear medicine. Australian 

scientists also undertook about 30 expert missions for IAEA technical 

assistance projects. Australia will contribute more than 1 million Australian 

dollars to the Technical Assistance and Cooperation Fund for 1992. We will 

also continue to contribute extra funding for technical cooperation, 
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particularly in support of the qency's Regional Cooperative Agreement for 

Asia and the Pacific. 

Finally, I would note that IAEA has a vital role to play through its 

technical work in nuclear safety. This is not a matter that can be left for 

individrral State6 alone. The international community as a whole has a colamon 

interest in the highest safety standards for nuclear plants. 

The past year has reminded those of us who had forgotten or had become 

complacent of the dangers of a world in which nuclear weapons proliferate. 

The forgetful and the complacement have now realised, once again, the crucial 

need for the nuclear non-proliferation regime to work well. We need to act to 

ensure that the non-proliferation regime responds to the rapid pace of 

change. But we need also to ensure universal acceptance of the basic fact 

that any international agreement, even one so manifestly in the common 

interest as the NPT. vi11 work only when we all fulfil our obligations 

under it.. 

The meetina rose at 5.45 o-m. 


